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It is not very easy for the women entrepreneurs to do business with the federal government or get
established to the federal market place. However, the same time any women owned small business
company is eligible to apply for the WOSB or Women Owned Small Business Certifications that is
conducted by the U.S. federal government with an objective to support and uplift the small
businesses those are lagging behind due to social restraints. But the fact is, very few women can
actually meet the eligibility requirements of this certification program. Well, before discussing about
the eligibility issues letâ€™s know what the certification program is all about. It is a special grant offered
by the federal government by the name of 8m certification to support the prospective women
business owners who have the potential to do business with the federal government. According to
the market researchers, US federal government is the largest buyer of quality goods and services
and so companies opting to sell to the government must have the quality standard to provide to the
federal buyers.

Well, in terms of eligibility criteria, at least 51% of the WOSB must be owned and operated by one
or a group of women. The US federal government has the ways to evaluate your statements and so
it is advisable that you maintain the authenticity of your statement throughout the application
process. But here you must keep the fact in mind that only being a woman you can not claim for the
women owned business certification, as you have to prove your business potential and certain
innate qualities to do business with the federal government. It is therefore advisable that you
evaluate your business status first to avoid future hassles. Always keep it in mind that the
certification application process is pretty lengthy and takes time. So, you must stay well assure
about your success the time you start with the WOSB application.

While you are applying for the women business certification another essential thing to remember is,
the area or niche factor that best suits your skill. This might sound simple but in reality is pretty
difficult to determine especially for the start up business owners. It sometime takes a several years
even to identify oneâ€™s skill set. However, with such evaluation you not only find the best project to bid
on but also can best utilize the business opportunities. No matter if you are man or woman, knowing
yourself and being realistic is always crucial for a successful business owner. If you think, however,
it is not very easy for you to evaluate and assess your status, just go for hiring the professional
consultants.

Well, you donâ€™t have to find much, as more and more women are coming into business and are
mostly opting for the Women-Owned Small Business certification program; the consulting firms are
getting popular to the market. So, just make your search online, list of professionals will appear with
complete certification guidelines. Hiring the right person is important here. As you can not hire just
about any professional, do the research carefully to find the best assistance of course, within your
budget.
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